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Chair Dan Sheffer called the special meeting of the Faculty Senate to order at 3:01 p.m. in Room 201 of the Buckingham Center for Continuing Education

Forty-three of the sixty-three Faculty Senators were in attendance. Senators Carri, Drew, Graham, Johanyak, Jordan, Lee, Maringer, Spiker, Svehla, and Wilkinson were absent with notice. Senators Belisle, Braun, Crain, Dalton, Redle, Soucek, Trotter, Walter, and W.Yoder were absent without notice.

SENATE ACTIONS

* APPROVED RESOLUTION REAFFIRMING SENATE COMMITMENT TO ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND THE RIGHT AND RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS. APPROVED RECOMMENDATION TO THANK PBC FOR ITS HARD WORK ON THE BUDGET.

Chair Sheffer began the meeting by stating its purpose was to discuss the budget. Speaking on behalf of PBC, he encouraged Senators, rather than amending the budget today, to bring questions, issues or concerns to the floor so that they might go back to the PBC. PBC was meeting again next Thurs. and again the Thurs. before the next Senate meeting. Therefore, PBC could continue to take concerns regarding formulating a budget to bring before the Senate. This would happen at either the April meeting or we could actually schedule one extra meeting of the Senate in April. This was the desire, to take the budget to the April Board meeting.

Chair Sheffer then called upon Senator J. Yoder. Senator J. Yoder stated she would like to make a motion to suspend the rules so that the Senate may consider a motion in support of academic freedom. Senator Erickson then seconded this motion. The motion carried with the necessary two-thirds majority. Senator Yoder then presented her motion which read as follows: **We the Faculty Senate reaffirm our commitment to academic freedom and the right and responsibility of faculty to provide any and all learning opportunities for students that promote cognitive, social, and personal development as outlined in our mission statement 3359-20-01(A)(1).**

Senator Broadway seconded Senator J. Yoder’s motion. Senator J. Yoder then addressed the rationale for the motion (See Appendix A). Senator J. Yoder stated the rationale had to do with the timing in response to the recent debate about the legitimacy of war protest as a forum for student learning. She thought issuing a statement at this time was important because it reaffirmed what we had already established as University policy. It was meant to help the administration legitimate what some faculty might choose to do, and also to remind faculty that along with the right to determine the content of our classes came a responsibility to connect what we did with learning. So no one was suggesting that faculty cancel their classes without reason, but rather, that we should be able to capitalize on teaching at the moment.

Chair Sheffer called for additional comments. None forthcoming, he called for a vote. The motion carried. Chair Sheffer then called for Senator Rudy Fenwick to begin the discussion of PBC’s budget
Senator Fenwick thanked the PBC and especially Rick Maringer for preparing the Powerpoint presentation. First, Senators would look at the assumptions for the budget that were sent out on Senate listserv earlier this week (Appendix B). One had changed concerning the pay increase versus the employee contribution to cover increased health care costs. One of the suggestions was that part of that raise pool be used as an across-the-board component to cover health care increases. PBC this morning passed a recommendation as follows: **A portion of the salary pool will be allocated in an across-the-board fashion in an effort to offset some or all of increased health care contributions of faculty, staff, and contract professionals.**

Chair Sheffer then called for discussion of the recommendation. Senator Norfolk offered the following amendment to be inserted into the recommendation: "across-the-board as a percentage of salary."

Senator Hebert seconded Senator Norfolk’s amendment, stating he wished to speak in favor of the amendment. In all likelihood the health care cost contributions were going to be a percentage of the salary. It certainly made sense then to do the across-the-board component in the same fashion.

Chair Sheffer asked whether the wording of this proposal would jeopardize any of the advantage of putting that money in salary (because that counted toward retirement). Senator Fenwick had said specifically the reason for this was to offset contribution to health care costs. Senator Fenwick replied that, no, as long as it was a salary increase, whether across-the-board or merit or whatever basis, it would go to setting the level of retirement.

Chair Sheffer called for further discussion. None forthcoming, he called for a vote on the amendment. The amendment carried. The recommendation then read as follows: **A portion of the salary pool will be allocated in an across-the-board fashion, as a percentage of salary, in an effort to offset some or all of the increased health care contributions of faculty, staff, and contract professionals.**

Chair Sheffer then called for discussion of the motion. Senator J. Yoder asked whether the motion referred to a basic health care plan as opposed to the different levels of health care and different costs associated with those levels. Senator Fenwick replied that that was correct. Senator Erickson then stated that as a member of Well-Being, she understood how very complicated these things were. Senator Kennedy then asked whether this had any impact on the employee with no one but him/herself to cover? Senator Erickson replied that the Well-Being committee was working on the proposal.

Senator Witt stated that he was under the impression that we were slightly amending the spreadsheets that were handed out last time. That included no increase for employees and the increase in health care coverage that would be for family members. The $1.9 million was the increase for dependents?

Senator Fenwick replied that the 1.9 was what PBC suggested the employee contributions for all increases in group health care insurance would be. It was not the role of PBC to delve into specific plans because that got very complicated. It was up to Well-Being to negotiate. So what PBC had to do was a gross average, so this might or might not help every individual. There was no way under what PBC was doing that we could guarantee that.

Senator Witt then asked whether what this amounted to was a little insurance policy for the faculty in the event there were increases in an individual’s health care and he/she was the only one covered. Senator Erickson replied that that was correct. No further discussion forthcoming, Chair Sheffer then asked
Senator Fenwick to read the amended recommendation, Chair Sheffer called for a vote. The chair ruled that the recommendation passed.

Senator Fenwick continued with the other basic assumptions of the budget. These included a 5% reduction in academic operating budgets; a 10% reduction in non-academic operating budgets; $1.5 million for a Peoplesoft 8 upgrade; a 50% reduction of University advertising expenses; an increase in the campus contingency fund to $1 million; an increase in budgeted scholarships to reflect the 9.9% increase in tuition; and a rejection of requested additional support to auxiliaries, especially the Student Union, Rubber Bowl, and athletic operating.

Senator Norfolk asked whether the PBC had received any feedback from the VP's offices as to whether a 10% reduction was feasible. Senator Fenwick replied that he had received no feedback. Senator Norfolk stated that his point was that, if Senate passed a budget that assumed this and then every single VP came along and said that we absolutely could not do this, then Senate had just wasted a whole lot of time. Provost Hickey replied that there were some VP's who had the opinion that it would be virtually impossible for them to give 10% more.

Senator Erickson stated that it should be the VP offices that should be passing back to PBC what the problems would be. That was what this whole interactive process was about, and she would be very concerned if it did not take place that way.

Senator Jimenez pointed out that PBC did ask all VP's to report on different scenarios with 5, 10, 15% cuts to their operating budgets. All the VP's were not explicit in their explanation on how they would handle a budget cut. Therefore, if 10% was implemented, they were going to have to live with it. We gave them an opportunity to voice their opinion and they did not do so. In addition to that, the basic assumption also failed to reflect a half million dollar increase to Legal Counsel.

Amy Gilliland spoke, with the Senate's permission, stating that the cuts under discussion were limited to those of operating budgets, not operating and salary budgets.

Senator Erickson then stated she felt it important to discuss the budget line-by-line. Senator Fenwick replied that was how the discussion was going to proceed. He then began the discussion of the budget structure. There were two major sections. Revenue sources would come first and then expenditures. Of the 127 lines in the budget, 28 dealt with revenues and 99 dealt with expenditures. In his breakdown the first four lines, instructional fees, included tuition. Then were listed general fees, special fees, state appropriations, endowments and other. Expenditures listed again, the major breakdown of compensation which are department operating cost, continuing obligations, academic and other, and then transfers out. These four lines represented the instructional fees and changes from this year's budget to the projected budget next year, and also included the 9.9% tuition increase. PBC was projecting a $10 million-plus increase from instructional fees. He then directed Senate's attention to the various fees listed which represented an increase of a half million dollars plus some general fees.

Senator Norfolk then asked why there had been such a huge drop in miscellaneous fees? Amy Gilliland replied that that line reflected actual receipts.

Provost Hickey then asked whether the library fee was in there. He had proposed that and it had already gone forward. Senator Fenwick replied that is was not; there was a $3 fee to be used for the library. Provost Hickey stated it was $2 for undergraduates, $3 for undergraduates except freshmen, where there was no fee, and $3 for graduates per credit hour. Senator Fenwick stated that PBC had
discussed this but had not incorporated it into the budget. It was earmarked for the library and was estimated at $800,000.

Provost Hickey added that it was in response to the Libraries Committee's strong request that we find additional resources for books, serials and other learning-related material.

Senator Harp added that the Libraries Committee had met and at that point Dr. Gaylord was still in charge of the library, and we did approve the principle of the library fee at that meeting with complete consciousness of difficulties imposed on students. We would rather have a discussion about difficulties imposed on students with our football program than a discussion about whether or not to have a library at the University.

Senator Witt stated that he had a few questions about the fees. He had visited the University's web site to understand these things. The facilities fee - this funded the construction of two new student facilities. So, we should assume that as those buildings were completed that this fee would go away in coming years? Amy Gilliland replied that that fee was to pay for the debt for those buildings for 30 years. Senator Witt then asked about the technology fee. According to what was stated on the web site, there were several items that this fee was used to fund. Was this the extent of the use of the fee? Amy Gilliland replied that a portion of that fee went to the colleges and the remainder to VP/CIO and should be used for the items listed.

Senator Sterns then asked for a point of clarification. If there was going to be a library fee and PBC was recommending it, was it going to be expressed in PBC motion? Senator Fenwick replied that it would be incorporated in the next iteration of the budget.

Senator Steiner then asked whether someone could provide a short version of the explanation of what lines 13 and 14 were funding. Provost Hickey replied that line 13 was developmental programs, a fee that was charged on each credit hr. of developmental courses that were taken. It was to support all of the tutoring and mentoring and other activities that were associated with each developmental course. The proposal was to increase that fee dramatically this year from $2 a credit hr. to $7 a credit hr. Even doing that would put us in the bottom 25% of the fees charged for developmental programs around the country. Career advantage fee was the fee that supported the career advantage program and the career management center that provided career advice and counseling, internship opportunities. That was put in place a year or two ago.

Senator Erickson then asked for clarification of the technology fee. As CCTC was working on this, was this therefore in escrow?

Senator Norfolk stated no; CTCC was working on what to do when the laptop program expired. That was a separate issue. Part of that info. tech. fee was returned to the colleges. In theory, each college got $500 per full-time, tenure-track faculty member for 2001. For each laptop that was purchased for a faculty member in that college, Dr. Gaylord kept $250 and funded the rest from his money. So each dean in the college got a chunk of money for technology development, which included machines and other equipment for teaching use - machines on faculty members' desks, and teaching money. So there was none of this money in escrow.

Amy Gilliland then offered a comment on the $500 per faculty member. That would be the technology fund in line 112. This info. tech. fee was when colleges initially got 35% of fees; it was fixed at that amount. Senator Witt then asked if 35% of the $4,200,000 went back to the colleges somewhere.
Amy Gilliland replied that initially that was the plan. In 2001 the colleges got 35% and were fixed at that level. Provost Hickey added that it was fixed at a dollar amount, not a percentage, whatever 35% was in 2001. Senator Witt then stated it was heftier than $250 per faculty member. There were two separate fees going on here, and Senators ought to keep that in mind.

Senator Broadway then added that his understanding from PBC was that there was confusion about the amount of money going to the college or whether all was given to the VP for Information Technology. That was the charge that was sent to the other Faculty Senate committee, to look into that issue and to determine what the present practice was. So where that money was actually being spent and who was spending it had not been clearly stated. It was under review by another committee of the Faculty Senate.

Returning to the library fee, Senator Sterns then recommended that PBC put the library fee into the budget as a line item.

Provost Hickey then added that there were another whole set of fees not seen because he had not seen them yet. Those were the individual course fees that came from the colleges. That would be one of the things he did this weekend, to go through the very thick stack of those recommended course fees. It would literally be a stack about 2 inches think of course fees tied to the individual courses and how much increases were going to be. So those numbers would be available next week.

Senator Witt questioned an accounting procedure for course fees that was handled at the department level and whether that was correct. Provost Hickey replied that course fees went directly back to the departments. Senator Witt then asked that if those fees were not spent in a semester and we had to readjust the course fee, whether that was taken care of at the department level? Provost Hickey replied that he hoped so.

Senator Harp stated he had a comment about the library fee. A few days ago Mike Nelson and he had met with Dr. Gaylord. Senator Harp reported that it was he who had proposed the Libraries Committee fee. It was not a librarian and it was not a Faculty Senator, except himself; it was not anybody in the administration. So Senators were welcome to blame the person in history who advocated that, if we had a technology fee and it was considered a legitimate use of resources, and we had a football program that was considered legitimate use of resources, having a library fee dedicated to the library was a legitimate use of resources.

Senator Fenwick asked whether there were any other questions about the loss of state funding. Moving on to endowment and to summarize the revenue from various sources, overall there was an increase of 3.1% in revenue. The full-time faculty line included a $1 million amount for compression and equity. We were reducing the money available from vacant positions and from staff. Senator Erikson then asked whether the reduction of staff was a reduction in the number of staff. Senator Fenwick replied that it was.

Senator Pinheiro had a question about line 24 and whether that was time release funds? Provost Hickey replied that time release was academic year faculty time purchased for research grants. Amy Gilliland added that it was time on research grants. Provost Hickey then asked whether this was an estimate of what would be needed to cover people coming off research grants going back onto institutional funds. Amy Gilliland replied that that was correct. Provost Hickey then asked on what evidence had the move from 140 to 300 been done. Amy Gilliland replied that the current year we had cut it back to 140 with budget cuts.
Senator R. Huff then asked about the phrase, Asummer faculty.@ Provost Hickey stated that up until this past year there had been a separate summer instructional budget that was allocated to the deans. Those budgets were all incorporated into the deans' overall budget. Summer budget, academic year budget, and part-time faculty budget was all pooled together this past year, and the deans had the flexibility to use the money as they saw fit. But it had to cover the entire year. This simply represented an amount equivalent to what was budgeted in year 2002-2003. In all honesty, his preference was that we phase out the part-time faculty budget and the summer faculty budget as separate line items and simply incorporate them into the overall budget of the college. Then the overall budget of the college was impacted by the calculations of the return on investment money.

Senator Sterns asked whether the same caps would be in place for summer semester. Provost Hickey replied that there was a policy in place that governed the number of credit hrs. that could be taught each semester and those would remain the same.

Senator Fenwick moved on to lines 41-45 - reduction in graduate assistant VP research. The big item of course was line 45 which reflected the 3% raise pool. Senator Calvo then asked where the money for line 41 came from. Were those actual fees that the graduate students paid, the money we got from the state for graduate students enrolled? Amy Gilliland replied that the money for the stipends the graduate assistants were paid came out of the general fund.

Ms. Gilliland then spoke about the supplemental funding. Several years back some colleges felt they were not getting enough grad. assistant money centrally, so they sacrificed some of their operating funds, and that level of funding had been maintained. So it was in addition to what the VP for Research got. Senator Sterns then asked, that with the reduction in graduate assistantships, did that mean that we got less money in subvention for graduate credit because we had fewer students enrolled? Provost Hickey replied that that was not the case if we managed it properly. We were giving graduate assistantships to people who had exceeded the number of hours for which the state would pay and were not getting any subvention for them whatsoever.

Senator Gunn then asked about the RTP funding and what happened to that. Provost Hickey replied that because a lot of people had been promoted this year, those were the funds that came to his office for promotions. It was based on the number of promotions that went through to associate and to full, and there was a fixed amount of money that went with that.

Ms. Gilliland stated that as part of the base funding every year we build in $125,000 for RTP. The current year we had 28,000 because we had already allocated 90 some thousand. So it was an annual 125. If it exceeded this in any year, we just adjust it upwards.

Provost Hickey said that this was then a guesstimate of the amount of money that would be needed to pay for promotional increases.

Senator Gerlach then stated that this was mislabeled. It had nothing to do with retention and tenure, but promotion. When he had seen retention, tenure, and promotion, he had had visions of paying people to critique the academic qualifications of the people put forward, paying them fees. But if what we were hearing was to cover promotions, then it had nothing to do with retention and tenure and ought not to be labeled so.

Senator Fenwick continued the discussion by directing attention to the next lines which dealt with fringe
benefits. Senator Norfolk asked whether line 46 was an STRS and PERS increase. Given an affirmative answer, he then asked why parking permits were an expenditure of half a million dollars.

Ms. Gilliland stated that the University supplemented the cost of the parking permit. Senator Sterns added that when we erected parking structures and created parking lots, that we had to pay those off; they were fixed fees.

Senator Witt then asked how we arrived at the cost of a parking permit. Ms. Gilliland stated that the parking services was an auxiliary that they looked at each year in operations costs including the debt. They estimated a certain percentage of students buy permits; they started with that and how much they would have to charge and also how many employees we had and the amount of general fund contribution. They were looking at an increase for next year, though, because of new debts.

Senator Erickson the asked about the payroll fringes. Senator Fenwick stated that part of them were going up because of the raise pool. Senator Norfolk added that he had been told it went to STRS and PERS for the staff.

Senator Fenwick pointed to non-personnel operating expenditures - again, this reflected a 10% across-the-board cut in non-academic operating costs.

Senator Sugarman stated she had compared this to the first PBC budget and noticed PBC had taken a number out of VP/CIO of $2,700,000. When the library was added, that amount was about $2,900,000. Could Senator Fenwick explain how that came about, as now the difference between the previous budget = surplus and current one = deficit could be seen.

Senator Fenwick replied that it came from taking libraries from VP/CIO and putting it in an academic unit. So instead of being subject to a 10% cut, libraries were a 5% cut. That roughly made up about $150,000 difference which went from 146 surplus to the current deficit.

Senator Calvo then had a question. Where did the numbers "fiscal 03 original budget" come from? Because those were not fiscal year 03 preliminary scenario budget numbers if we looked at last year at this time.

Amy Gilliland stated that these numbers incorporated budget cuts that we had had. Last year we started this and since then we had had two places of budget cuts. Senator Calvo then stated that he was just doing a quick calculation and it seemed that the non-academic units actually had a higher entry for 03 now than we operated at from last year in our FY03 preliminary scenario. Yet the academic side looked as if they had had a cut, and he wondered whether that was true.

Amy Gilliland replied that she would have to compare. Senator Fenwick added that he did not have the preliminary 03 numbers.

Senator Calvo asked why the non-academic unit actual budget was larger than the preliminary from last year, whereas the academic side was less? Amy Gilliland added that there were a few things last year during the budget process that were in continuing obligations that had since moved into the operating budgets. There was $340,000 for Distance Learning that went to VP/CIO, and there was also about $500,000 for operation of new buildings that was now under the VP for Facilities Planning.

Senator Calvo continued. For instance, when he looked at last year's budget and subtracted out the
library from the non-academic units side, he got a number of $12,110,348, which would be equivalent to the subtotal under line 60. Yet the fiscal year 03 that was listed there was almost a million dollars larger than that.

Senator Hoo Fatt then asked how many VP's did we have last year? In this school year she thought there were eight. How many were there with the previous budget, because maybe we just had more. Senator Calvo then counted them out; the total number of $V P \equiv$ was identical between the two documents.

Senator Kahl then asked whether PBC looked at an actual, audited financial statement- full, fair, accurate, timely - like a real business did? Did anybody look at the actual, audited financial statements and then go back and compare them to the budgets and see where the differences were to go forward?

Amy Gilliland stated that she did, but as a group, PBC did not.

Senator Kahl then said that if nobody was looking at this or doing so on PBC and actually comparing the budget with the actual audited financial statements on a timely basis as we went forward from year to year and on an ongoing basis in terms of cash flow expenditures, then this current budget was science fiction.

Senator Gerlach reminded all that at the last Senate meeting, our young Senator Dalton asked a question at one point and then said something to the effect, "Am I being cynical or are we paying more and getting less?" A question the Senator thought was directly pertinent to this section of the budget. He would like to say he thought it was dandy there had been a notable proposal to cut in this area, and why the committee couldn't cut more? He asked because of some historical perspective, and asked whether our student enrollment now was about 24,000?

Provost Hickey replied that it was 24,500.

Senator Gerlach continued. We had eight vice presidents, not to mention how many of them had an associate or an assistant or two. Some years back in his tenure here we had a president with perhaps one administrative assistant who ran a campus with 30,000 students and simply four vice presidents. We certainly did not have a vice president on General Counsel grounds. Why give him a vice presidency? He had always had the impression that vice presidents cost a tremendous amount of money, especially if they had associates and assistants. How did this all come to be, how had we gradually grown this way? We all knew, fellow faculty members, those who were active as well as his fellow retirees, that there always tended to be a movement toward top-heaviness. So he would just suggest that the committee have a look at that. Was there any way they could simplify this? Obviously, we did need things like a Senior VP and Provost, no question about that. We used to have a Dean of Student Affairs, and so on. Somewhat tongue-in-cheek, Senator Gerlach reminded all that some things might be done a little bit differently. He congratulated the movement to do this cutting. It was, as he guessed, out of necessity, but maybe necessity ought to lead us to do more.

Senator Covrig then asked whether this was non-personnel expenditures, separate from salary-related costs?

Senator Kahl then added that he would like to see another column here for the actual, audited financial statement of what was actually spent. Until we had that, he did not know what was going on here. That was a good point about the budget last year and this year and how it changed. But, unless we knew
where that money actually went on an audited basis, we had no basis for sitting here spouting off about this should be cut or that should cut, or this needed to be raised or that needed to be raised. We ought to have some simple, basic facts before we go off cutting and hacking, and we did not have those.

Senator Harp then asked when that information might be available. There had to be some sort of cutoff day like Jan. 1, because we could not see this audited now until next year. So it would have to be, by definition, information that was a full year old.

Senator Kahl then stated that shortly after the year was concluded, there should be financial statements - full, fair, accurate and timely. We did not wait for a year, as our year closed June 30. There should be cash flow information on an ongoing basis available for PBC to look at, and shortly after June 30 there should be financial statements available for that fiscal year. We did not wait for corporations to have financial statements available for 9 months or 10 months. They should be available within a short period of time, and to see what happened and whether this was fiction or fact. But right now all we had was a series of fiction novels. Again, to ask Senate to make recommendations on what to cut or not to cut was ludicrous because we did not know.

Senator Covrig stated it was not fiction. It was estimates and was probably pretty close. To characterize this as not scientific seemed to be overstepping the budgetary process, so he found somewhat ludicrous some of these comments.

Senator Norfolk pointed out that the major change - where the extra million was - was under line 56. The proposed number under line 56 was originally 5.7 million. Now on last year's proposed budget there was a separate line item for the exchange server and several other line items that he suspected got folded into here. Amy Gilliland replied that that was correct.

Senator Norfolk continued. So, individual line items got folded back in and that was hard. Most of the other lines were actually reduced from the proposed budget with the exception of line 55 which was up by 18,000. Human Resources was down, pretty much all the other lines were down except for lines 59 and 60. But the major changes were in line 56.

Questions then arose regarding the figures presented. Provost Hickey stated that what was presented was FY02-03; what we had audited statements on were FY01-02. Comparisons of the operating budget of a unit in FY01-02 with the audited financial statements for that year could be made.

Senator Sugarman then stated that we were eight months into this fiscal year. Were the projections for the remaining four years available? To which Ms. Gilliland replied that they were. Senator Sugarman continued that these figures could have been presented. That was, rather than an audited financial statement, a projected financial statement could have been made which might be more helpful. If she was right, this was what was adopted as the 03 budget from the Board of Trustees and projections could be obtained if they were needed.

Ms. Gilliland stated that this was the budget approved by the Board of Trustees. But since it had been approved, people had made permanent budget reductions. We anticipated the $2.2 million budget reductions would come from personnel as opposed to operating or vice versa. It had changed slightly because of budget cuts and people moving money around. It changed on a daily basis, but this was the budget.

Senator Sterns stated that typically, in corporate finance you would carry both columns- the original
budget, the current budget and the projection. Every business in the world monitored their budget as they moved through the year, and then you looked to see whether you were going to make budget by the end of the year. That was standard accounting practice.

Senator Erickson then asked about Russ Sibert, who was VP for the Board. Money for Secretary for the Board came out of the general fund, correct, and where was that in the budget?

To which Senator Calvo then asked whether there was not another vice president to secretary of the Board of Trustees. Amy Gilliland stated that the operating expenses were included in line 55 under VP and General Counsel which also included the operating expenses for the Board of Trustees office. Senator Calvo then asked whether there were, then, two vice presidents under VP and General Counsel, and he was told that that was correct.

Provost Hickey then added that the vice president in question was not reflected here. This was the administrative structure of the University. This under discussion now was the administrative structure of the Board office, so the personnel of the Board office were not reflected here. Amy Gilliland stated they were not in this line, but the salary was reflected in the contact professional line. Provost Hickey added that the operating budget for that vice president's office and the operating budget for the Board office was imbedded in the operating budget of the VP and General Counsel.

Senator Calvo asked, when we cut $22,000, whom did we cut it out of? Senator Norfolk replied that it was student assistants, the student assistants who manned the desk at General Counsel's office.

Senator Kahl stated that it might be a little late this year to do this, but since the fiscal year ended June 30 we should have audited financial statements before this body met in the fall and should be able to do a comparison of the proposed budget, the actual budget, and the audited financial statement for 02-03 come fall. Then we could see where those deviations were. We would be able to ask reasonable questions about what ought to be cut if something had to be cut and how accurate these numbers ended up being. We would have some idea of what was going on rather than not having a clue. Until we knew where the actual dollars were actually spent, we did not know how accurate this was or on what basis we were making these changes.

Amy Gilliland pointed out that the fiscal year did not actually close until late July or early August, and the audit was then conducted. We did not get final audit statements until November, and it then took a month roughly to close the books. We could have year-end statements, but they would not be audited.

Senator Erickson then stated that at some future meeting, we should ask for this kind of change, as reflected in Senator Sterns' motion. Then we should move on.

Senator Kreidler added that she was a new member of PBC and just wanted to say that there needed to be some feeling of what PBC did. There was the feeling that PBC was not appreciated. Being on PBC was grueling; she could tell everyone that; anybody who had been on it knew that. PBC could take suggestions to say maybe there was a better way to look at it next time. She just wanted to speak for the committee that they were doing the best they could. Amy Gilliland had been there for PBC and we were asking the same questions of her each week that Senators were asking now.

Senator Pinheiro replied that we were not doubting what type of work the PBC had done; Senate applauded that situation and that PBC had done an excellent job. But he thought that Senator Kahl had
made a comment that to make this process better we needed to do certain things that should be brought
to the notice of the body. Again, Senate really appreciated the time and effort that all on PBC had put
into this.

Senator Sterns added that he agreed the committee had done an outstanding job. But the questions that
were being asked were no different than any asked of any United Way or social service agency in terms
of how its budget was expended and how it was used. So these questions were not unusual.

Senator Broadway then asked Senator Calvo what document he was referring to, and Senator Calvo
replied that it was the budget passed by Senate last year. Senator Broadway asked whether that was
the same as recommended to the President by Faculty Senate. Senator Calvo replied that that was
correct. Senator Broadway then asked whether there were a difference between that budget and the
budget that was approved by the Board of Trustees. Did this FY03 reflect the budget as approved by
the Board of Trustees which did have the right and privilege to modify the recommendations of Faculty
Senate, or were these numbers representative of something else?

Senator Covrig stated that it seemed that Faculty Senate could just make a motion to add in future
budget discussions a column that would be the most current actual budget, or the audited budget. There
should be a motion that in the future budget discussions, there would be added to the spreadsheet the
most recent actual budget column.

Chair Sheffer then asked whether the Senator wanted to act on this now or have it referred to PBC.
Senator Gerlach asked, that when the Senate had finished its work on the budget and it went forward to
the President, whether we could ask the President for the final disposition. So the Senate would then be
apprised whether there had been any changes made in it by administration or the Trustees.

Chair Sheffer added that, other than the Board-approved minutes which were available, we did not
have that information.

Provost Hickey added that perhaps what the Senate wanted was one column that said the budget that
the Senate recommended to the President, and the next column would indicate a budget that passed the
Board of Trustees with an explanation of any differences between those budgets. Then there would be
subsequent columns for every time there was a budget cut to show what changes occurred in each of
those. That gave a history of the budget from the start to finish.

Senator Sugarman stated that she would like to make a motion that PBC consider looking into adding
other columns to future budgets.

Senator Sehn stated that he was still not sure what fiscal year 03 was. Either it was the final Board-
approved budget from last year for FY03, or was it that budget adjusted by budget cuts since that time?

Amy Gilliland stated it was the second case; it was adjusted by budget cuts. The budget that was
approved had a $2.2 million deficit in one line, and it had since been allocated to lines wherever budget
cuts had appeared.

Senator Sehn stated that there had been budget cuts throughout the year also, and those were not
reflected. Amy Gilliland replied that those were one-time funds and would not be reflected.

Senator John then added a point of clarification. One of the spreadsheets we had said it was FY03
Senator Fenwick replied that this was correct.

Senator Harp then stated he wanted to offer thanks to the PBC committee. However, there was an issue he needed to raise related to the structure of our collective assumptions. A year ago Senate passed an ROI and one-half of it was supposed to be implemented at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. Then we learned because of quality measures that we were not going to allocate it except halfway for this fiscal year and that that halfway implementation would come with no harm done to units that were below the ROI. What we were looking at today was across-the-board cuts that affected all institutions whether or not they were raising revenue. He was arguing as a member of the University community that we were at this moment cutting part-time faculty who would be teaching 20 students in the fall, meaning that the total revenue to the University would be less. Basically, total revenue to the University would decline because we did across-the-board cuts in our budgets. Senate had passed it; the Board had passed it. He personally felt another 5%, half of the half, so the 10% that should have been in last year should have been written into the budget from the beginning rather than as an add-on later if there was additional money. The other way of doing that was to look at ROI numbers and cut in proportion to whether a unit was above or below 1.7%. He did not say that because he had some desire to attack another part of the University, but this was looking at cutting revenue from the University, as well as student access to courses. The chair for the English department was at this moment cutting sections. That meant our students would not progress through the program, and if our objective was to keep them here as long as possible and wring as much out of them as we could, maybe that was the way to go about it. But he did not think that was our objective. It was difficult to explain why he as a Senator would approve of a situation which was basically hurting students and hurting the University by cutting revenue.

Senator Gunn stated she agreed with Senator Harp. She did not see how cuts to top ROI generators could continue and have them still keep money coming into the University. There had to be something proportional done.

Senator Witt added that one of the end results of the policy was that we added more students to the class. Senator Gunn then stated that there was a point where you could not do that; you simply did not have the class. Senator Witt then added that this is what had happened over the last few years, that we were offering fewer sections and they were larger. At some point the procedures we had in place would continue. There was a point of diminishing return at some point, and we would eventually have to make hard decisions.

Senator Erickson then asked why PBC had done it this way. Senator Fenwick replied that there were a number of reasons. First, politically, we might never have reached a budget from the committee since you had representatives from schools who were not of the mind set of the ROI and spoke every week about how harmful it was going to be if we followed ROI. They did not think they should do anything on ROI until the quality measures were in place. Another reason was given the President's statement about not wanting to redistribute resources until all of the quality measures of ROI were in. So PBC had done this for political reasons with the possibility of ROI distributions.

Senator Norfolk then stated that he knew the standard complaint of his dean and he was going to speak as an Arts & Sciences Senator again. The operating budget was historical; you got what you got last year plus or minus some percentage depending on whether we got cuts or not. That was the way it had been for 20 years.
The Senator then pointed to lines 62 and 63. Line 62 reflected the operating budget for 220 full-time faculty, 1.5 million. Line 63 reflected an operating budget for less than 70 full-time faculty. Those lines were almost the same size. Was it honestly that business faculty required approximately three times the investment outside of salary to keep them going?

Senator Harp then stated he had to disagree with Senator Norfolk. That was not the kind of discussion he wanted to have. He wanted to focus on the University's interest and of revenue generation. We had to generate revenue and if we did not, we were hurting the University. Revenue represented kids, kids who were beating down doors trying to get classes. The mission of the University was to teach students. We could not offer the classes because we did not have the money to hire instructors. Kids were held up in their programs. That was a University concern; we all lost. The purpose of ROI was to focus on the University. His impression was that deans agreed with it at the point where it was in the talking stages as a principle. But after that point when it started looking like an impact on budgets, then all of a sudden people turned and ran the other way. That was a problem because students that we were supposed to be serving were not going to be served properly.

Senator Kahl then stated that the PBC people could correct him if he was wrong, but he thought line 63 included $1,188,000 that was on line 21 - 100,000 roughly of that was used for student scholarships and we paid 1.7 on scholarship money. Does the math department do this? Senator Norfolk replied that they did. Senator Kahl then added that he thought the difference between those two lines represented bad accounting.

Senator J.Yoder then asked whether PBC could provide two alternatives - one, the current, and second, to work up the numbers that would yield a 5% cut here but distribute it using ROI. Then we could debate based on what those two projections would look like.

Senator Kreidler stated she wished to respond to Senator J. Yoder. Was there another way to do what she had proposed without starting totally over? Senators were aware of how important ROI was in the application, so what would the recommendation be to PBC to either look at or change? PBC was meeting next week to talk about the ROI and what we were going to do with that.

Senator Harp stated that there could be four categories basically pegged around the break-even point of the ROI. If a unit was at 1.1 or really low they took a 2% cut. The next unit up would be just below ROI and they would take 7.5. The next unit up from that at the break-even point would be the 5% that was laid out, and the next would be a 2.5 and above a certain level. That was a very inexact way; it would be better to peg it with multiple credations as Senator Yoder was suggesting, but something that was not across-the-board cuts. Additional resources over this could then be distributed across the board.

Senator Kriedler then stated that, as a member of a professional school, one of the problems was that within ten years there would not be a college. There was no way to use the ROI when a unit came in at 1.1 versus the mandatory 1.7. So therefore we were going to keep getting knocked off 10% each year and eventually we would not be here.

Senator Fenwick stated that PBC could take Senator Yoder's recommendation to look at ROI. He did not think we should plug in a formula right now, as there were other lines in this budget we needed to look at.

Senator Steiner then asked on what basis this was done. He had heard it stated that at some point there
were 5% cuts on the academic side, and unless he was miscalculating something, it was not coming out to 5%. If it was not across the board for different units, this subtotal was not 5% of the 10 million. Senator Fenwick replied that all of those lines (in red) should reflect 5% cuts. Provost Hickey replied that lines 62 and 68 would not reflect that because there were two positive numbers in Arts & Sciences and Fine & Applied Arts. Senator Fenwick added that that was the result of full-time positions that had been partly cannibalized in the operating budgets after we took the 5% out and then put it back in.

Senator Gunn stated that this was non-personnel expenditures, and to open other classes you had to have part-time personnel lines. So this was not going to solve that problem.

Senator Kahl stated that, yes, line 63 included a whole lot of personnel. It might not be others but line 63 included personnel expenses. Faculty - full-time, tenure-track faculty lines in 63 - that $1,100,000 that was on the IT budget included a substantial amount of money for full-time, tenure-track faculty. If there were to be ROI cuts, he knew it suited politics of some people, but do not play with funny numbers. We would be cutting our own throats. The business administration budget should be broken down with the IGB things and then break down Arts & Sciences on a similar basis with similar accounts so that the people who wanted to do the cuts would not cut their own throats by cutting the business administration budget.

Amy Gilliland stated she agreed and apologized for saying this was non-personnel. The IGB, Institute for Global Business, was a state line item and we budgeted that full amount in the College of Business Administration. Once the budget was implemented, part of that (700,000) was salaries and fringes of that dollar amount.

Senator Kahl stated that he had heard that Arts & Sciences had the same operating budget - how much of Arts & Sciences 1.5 million was personnel expenditures comparable to that 700,000? Senator Norfolk stated probably none. Senator Harp then said that we were getting cuts on our part-time faculty budget because the part-time faculty budget overall was actually increased. Senator Kahl asked how much of line 62 was personnel, and Senator Norfolk added that as far as he knew, none. Senator Kahl then stated that more than half of line 63 was personnel, so the operating budget for a faculty member in the College of Business was not comparable between 62 and 63. This was comparing not just apples and oranges, but apples and snails.

Provost Hickey then stated that the calculation desired was taking all of the operating budgets for each college with all personnel costs back out of it divided by the number of faculty in that college. That would give a normalized operating budget per faculty member for each college and that would allow a snail-to-slug comparison, if nothing else.

Senator Norfolk stated that his argument would then be reversed. It would still be more or less the same, because we were talking about cutting full-time personnel which was not being done in any other college.

The discussion moved forward. Senator Fenwick stated the Senators comments would be taken back to PBC. He then addressed the scholarship changes which reflected 9.9% tuition increases. Senator Erickson then asked what the course fees were, and Provost Hickey replied that it represented in effect an expenditure because the funds came in as a course fee and then they were disbursed to the units who got course fees.

Senator J. Yoder then offered a recommendation for line 72, which was the undergraduate scholarships.
Her recommendation was that that be augmented by a half million dollars and that a half million dollars be taken out of line 95, which was the increase in legal fees.

It was pointed out that at the last Senate meeting, outside counsel's costs had gone up 25%, a reason in part why that line in the budget had gone up so much. Yet we, as faculty were being paid 3%, giving 25% more to outside counsel.

Provost Hickey stated that we did not have a choice. The fees were set in Columbus for the outside counsel. In fact, they had just changed. With the change in the administration in the AG's office, they had just changed the law firms we could use. They set the fees and those fees went up 25%. We either paid it or we did not hire an attorney.

Senator Kahl offered that an alternative to paying the attorneys was to lose a case and if we lost a case, he did not know who paid but someone did.

Senator Erickson then asked whether the information on tech fee was the same thing that supposedly has revenue against it. Senator Fenwick replied that it was. Amy Gilliland stated that the information tech fee was fee the students paid on line 11 and that related to line 90. There was also a tech fund which was in another line.

Senator Erickson then asked whether the utilities was the increase in cost to the server. This question was answered affirmatively. Senator Fenwick added that because we had had a cold winter, the utility fees were going up as well.

Senator Norfolk stated that line 94 was indirect cost redistribution on grant monies. So we were assuming the same grant activity next year as this year as a base?

Provost Hickey stated he thought that was right; they used the previous year as a base. If there was more money earned, it was allocated and the base went up for the coming year.

Senator Erickson asked about the campus budget reserve as a requirement. Senator Fenwick replied that this was not a requirement, but it was fiscally sound to have 5%. Provost Hickey added that we were mandated to increase the reserve because of the lack of the deregistration, the number of students who never ended up paying us. So we were mandated to increase that debt allowance. Senator Erickson then stated that that had been changed; we now had the dump, to which Provost Hickey replied that we did not. Senator Erickson then asked whether students would be allowed to do the same thing again.

Provost Hickey replied that there were more controls now in terms of not letting them re-register if they had a balance of over $400. So those students who owed us several thousand dollars and had not paid could no longer register at the institution. But students who did register and had a balance of less than $400 or no balance at all who registered and then did not pay us, that resulted in bad debt. The bad debt right now was such that we were required by the auditors to increase the amount of reserve for bad debts. There was about to begin a discussion about reinstating the deregistration, but it had not happened yet.

Senator John then had a question about line 109, and whether this was an upgrade that had to be done? Senator Fenwick indicated that it was.
Senator Steiner asked whether we had information on exactly what the breakdown was for that 1.5 million for the Peoplesoft upgrade. He knew for sure it was not for the actual software itself; his understanding was that we had already paid for that.

Provost Hickey replied that the 1.5 million was nowhere near what the request was. His understanding was that the bulk of this was for equipment upgrades that would be needed. He urged Senate, or PBC, or CCTC to address that question to Dr. Gaylord who was much more prepared to address it than he was.

Chair Sheffer then stated that it was his understanding that it was actually something in the order of $6 million. The University had asked to spread it out over three years so we were not getting hit this one year with a $6 million debt that required us to find another 4.5 million somewhere. Senator Fenwick then added that a long iteration of the budget early on did have a $6 million line for this. We had wanted to phase it in over three years which would be 2 million, and then we had cut the 2.1 back to 1.5 million.

Provost Hickey added that to do this we were basically financing the debt. That was the only way to do it, because Peoplesoft or whomever we were buying the equipment from was not going to wait four years for their payment. So a loan was required to do it this way.

Senator John asked about line 111. The University had cut our advertising by half a million. Any idea what result that would have on our campus? We were just now getting back into advertising, saying we were out here, to come see us, and now we were cutting it. He knew it was a hard thing to speculate but questioned the impact. He continued, asking also about line 112, the technology fund, and whether that was the faculty-oriented technology fund for faculty? Senator Steiner also asked whether that was the $500 per faculty member for equipment that came out of the general fund. Both questions were answered affirmatively.

Senator Covrig, referring to the budget assumptions that we started here and the additional support for Rubber Bowl and athletic operating, did not see athletic operating. Senator Norfolk pointed out that that was previously listed as lines 8 and 9. Senator Covrig continued by asking how good this assumption was, and whether it could become a problem? Was this likely to be something that became a problem? There was an assumption that we could reject the request for additional support for the student union, Rubber Bowl, and athletic operating. Senator Fenwick replied that all of the cuts might create problems later. Provost Hickey added that he felt it likely to be very problematic for all three of those entities.

Chair Sheffer then stated that this was part of why PBC had wanted information to come back from the various vice presidents, for them to say that once they had seen these changes, what the potential impact would be.

Provost Hickey replied that the committee had gotten information from all vice presidents. Senator Fenwick interjected that they had not gotten information from all. Provost Hickey added that information had been obtained from most of the vice presidents. With regard to the impact, his sense was that the information that came back from the academic colleges was not any more specific than the information that came back from the other units. Senator Fenwick replied that this was correct.

Senator Erickson stated that her point earlier and again now was about taking the time on the budget and not having to rush. This gave people a chance to give feedback. If it had not been done before in
enough detail, now they could come and ask and we could evaluate the budget.

Provost Hickey replied that he thought the issue dealt with the kinds of cuts we were talking about. It would most likely effect people and even programs. There was a reluctance to speculate as to which people and which programs for fear that that would immediately create undue concern among a lot of individuals.

Senator Covrig asked whether he could address the Provost. It stated in the PBC assumptions that here were the reductions to requested additional support. Did the Provost know roughly how much support was being requested?

Amy Gilliland offered that it was 700,000 for the student union; $82,000 for the Rubber Bowl; and athletics came in at 1.5 million. Provost Hickey then stated that one of the reasons why athletics was problematic was that a good part of that money was associated with scholarships. These scholarships were for students to meet our Title IX or to move toward our Title IX expectations. So not having those scholarships would create a significant problem in fulfilling Title IX obligations.

Senator Kreidler stated again that the PBC had tried very hard to look at not impacting on academic programs and students within those academic programs, saying, if we had to cut, this was where the cuts were going to have to come. Then if we ran into the big problems, we would look at them.

Senator Fenwick then added that in the discussion of the athletics budget there was discussion that they had overspent their budget and were making a request. Our refusing to give them more money was based on the fact that if any other unit had overspent their budget we would not reward them by increasing their budget.

Provost Hickey stated that the reason they had overspent their budget was because they really did not know the total cost of scholarships until they actually awarded them. If they awarded a scholarship to an in-state student it was one amount of money. If they awarded a scholarship to an out-of-state student, it was twice plus the amount of money. So it was not that athletics was being reckless with their budget; it was that athletics really could not accurately predict what their scholarship costs were going to be until they actually recruited the student-athletes for that year. There were discussions in PBC about giving them a fixed amount of money and saying they had to live within that and had to adjust recruiting accordingly.

Senator Fenwick stated that he did not mean to imply that athletics was reckless with their budget.

Senator Harp said that about a month ago, the University chairs met with Vice President Ray. One of the questions that was raised was not about the total athletic program but about the football program. Because of the incredible cost of Title IX implications, the argument was raised that we could not get out of that monsoon. As a member of the Athletics Committee, it was pointed out that we were encumbered year by year. Another person brought up something that made sense. We were in a time of budget cuts statewide. The President was doing a wonderful job of pointing out the role of higher education to the state. In terms of public attention, one of the things we could put on the table to say that we were hurting was the football program. The argument that we got back was that Kent had football, therefore we needed football. He did not honestly believe that football was helping us recruit that many students. It was not that he did not like football. It was that we were at a point where we could not hire people to do english comp. sections to get students through the program. Therefore, football might be a luxury. Soccer might not be a luxury because it was not so expensive.
Senator Schmith added that one of the problems with the Senator’s thinking was that if we got rid of football, then we had eliminated all the other sports in the MAC Conference. We could not operate as an independent.

Provost Hickey replied that we would have to go to another conference and probably to a Division II. To which Senator Harp replied that that would be much less costly. Senator Kreidler stated that that was why PBC had done this.

Senator Steiner then asked for the amount that the student union was requesting and what it was to be used for? Provost Hickey replied that it was in effect a bridge loan. For a lot of the activities, auxiliaries that helped to subsidize the operating expenses of the student union, space for them would not be completed until phase II was completed. So the food services, etc., that contributed to the overhead of the student center were not there to contribute for another year or two. So this in effect was a bridge loan to let the student center operate over that period of time. The hope was that the amount of this bridge loan would decrease as other revenue-generating operations within the student center came along.

Senator Steiner asked how the Student Center was going to make it without that money, and Provost Hickey replied that they would not be able to. Senator Broadway added that based on these statements, the assumption was that in the near future the line for the student center would be zero. The $800,000 for FY03 was supposed to be a one-year dip into the general fund. So now it appeared in FY04, and it seemed that it was going to be a continuing charge against the general budget if we continued this particular trend. Was the assumption that line 115 in the near future would go to zero in FY05 or whenever the student center was up and running?

Provost Hickey replied that he did not think that assumption could be made, because he did not know what the total revenues would be when the student union was built completely relative to the total expenditures. So he could not assure Senators that that line was going to go to zero.

Senator Erickson then stated that before the Senate adjourned, she would like to make a motion that the Senate thank the PBC for the tremendous amount of hard work they put into the budget.

Chair Sheffer called for a vote of the motion. The Senate approved this motion.

Senator Fenwick asked Senators who had recommendations and/or comments to send them to PBC via the Senate listserve.

Chair Sheffer then called for a motion to adjourn. This was made and seconded. The meeting adjourned at 5:12 p.m.

Transcript prepared by Marilyn Quillin